
Instruction Manual
READ THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL COMPLETELY. 
This airgun is not a toy. Treat it with the same respect 
you would a firearm. Always carefully follow the 
safety directions found in this instruction manual and 
keep this manual in a safe place for future use.

        NOT A TOY. ADULT SUPERvISION REqUIRED. MISUSE 
OR CARELESS USE MAY CAUSE SERIOUS INjURY OR DEATH. MAY bE 
DANgEROUS UP TO 224 YARDS (205 METERS).

This is a high powered airgun intended for use by those 16 years of 
age or older. Read all instructions before using. The purchaser and user 
should conform to all laws governing use and ownership of airguns.

         LEAD AIRgUN AMMUNITION CONTAINS A CHEMICAL 
kNOwN TO THE STATE Of CALIfORNIA TO CAUSE CANCER AND bIRTH 
DEfECTS (OR OTHER REPRODUCTIvE HARM). DO NOT INHALE DUST OR 
PUT PELLETS IN MOUTH. wASH HANDS AfTER HANDLINg.

 

• Do not install a magazine which contains ammunition into the gun until you 
are ready to shoot. If you do install a magazine which contains ammunition 
into the gun and then decide not to shoot, either manually remove the 
magazine from the gun or shoot the remaining ammunition at a safe target. 
• An unloaded, non-pressurized gun with an “ACTIVATED” safety is safest. 
• Accidents happen fast, and accidentally injuring or killing someone is a 
terrible thing. Please shoot safety.
• Whenever you handle a GAMO pistol, make sure the safety is “ACTIVATED” 
and there is no ammunition in the magazine.
• Always use eye protection.
• Always use hearing protection.
• Think first, shoot second.
• Always point the gun in a safe direction. Never point your air pistol at people 
or animals even if it is not loaded.
• Always keep your fingers away from the trigger until you are ready to shoot.
• Always be certain of what is behind your target. Make sure your target does 
not conceal a person or some object which could be harmed by the pellets.
• Do not shoot at targets which allow ricochets or deflections.
• Do not shoot into or at water.
• Never use drugs or alcohol while handling this product.
• The air pistol and pellets should be kept in separate and secured places. 
• Do not walk, run, jump or climb when carrying a loaded air pistol. A loaded 
air pistol should never be carried inside a vehicle.
• Never modify or alter your GAMO air pistol. Modification of the pistol may 
cause it to malfunction and tampering with the gun may make it unsafe.

          DO NOT bRANDISH OR DISPLAY THIS AIRgUN IN PUbLIC. IT MAY 
CONfUSE PEOPLE AND MAY bE A CRIME. POLICE AND OTHERS MAY THINk THIS 
AIRgUN IS A fIREARM. DO NOT CHANgE THE COLORATION AND MARkINgS TO 
MAkE IT LOOk MORE LIkE A fIREARM. THAT IS DANgEROUS AND MAY bE A CRIME.
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P-25 PT-85

DESCRIPTION:
1. Safety 4. Rear Sight 7. Magazine hold button
2. Slide 5. CO2 Compartment 8. Trigger
3. front Sight 6. Magazine Slot 9. Muzzle

SAfETY:

fIRE
• Deactivated 

Safety

SAfE
• Activated 

Safety

REPLACINg THE CO2 bOTTLE:

Replace the
12 gr CO2 capsule1
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       Use only 12 gram 
CO2 cylinders. Any attempt to use 
others types of gas cylinders could be 
extremely dangerous and could result 
in serious injury or death. Gases other 
than CO2 could result in an explosion 
or rupture the airgun.

       Keep hands and face 
away from the CO2 cylinder. Escaping 
CO2 gas can cause frostbite if allowed 
to come in contact with skin.
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DESCRIPTION:

PT-85
blowback

SAfETY RULES:

If you are not going to use the pistol for a long period of time, we 
recommend removing the CO2 bottle. 

when replacing the CO2 bottle, it is possible that some residual gas is left. 
In order to avoid accidents, make sure that the pistol is unloaded and the 
safety is “ACTIvATED” when removing or placing a CO2 bottle. Never use 
force to insert a CO2 bottle.

keep the CO2 bottles away from heat and flames. Temperatures over 50º C 
(120º f) can cause explosion and injury. Never throw a CO2 bottle into a fire.

Always wear eye protection when handling CO2 bottles, since there is a 
risk of injury to the eyes. Do not remove a CO2 bottle until it is completely 
empty. failure to observe this recommendation can result in a dangerous 
escape of residual gas.
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It is possible that certain conditions may affect a CO2 cylinder, which can impact its 
proper performance. These conditions include the usage, maintenance and storage at 
temperatures that are higher or lower than normal outdoor temperatures (59°F/15°C 
to 69.8°F/21°C). Another condition may be when the gun is fired rapidly.

1. High temperatures can increase pressure in the CO2 cylinder and also within the 
gun, leading to higher than standard operating pressure. This excess pressure 
could cause the gun to malfunction or be permanently damaged. Maximum storage 
or operation temperature should never exceed 122°F (50°C). This temperature 
can be reached if you leave the gun under direct sunlight on a bright day.  Thus, 
to ensure proper gun operation, do not expose it to high temperatures or direct 
sunlight for long periods of time. Otherwise, the CO2 cylinder could overheat and 
explode, which may could damage the airgun and cause injuries or death to people 
around it.

2. Fast consecutive shooting may produce a decrease of temperature in the gun, as 
well as the CO2 cylinder. This could result in lower projectile velocities and may 
even lower gas pressure enough so that the pistol will not fire. This condition can 
be especially apparent when shooting in cold weather and can be avoided by 
allowing more time between shots. This permits the gas to increase in temperature 
and pressure and produce normal velocities.

3. During rapid fire, the muzzle velocity of each shot will diminish. This can affect 
shooting accuracy and you will get fewer shots per CO2 cylinder.

4. Care should be exercised to insure that the gun is not shot with a CO2 Cylinder that 
is low in pressure. Here are some indicators of insufficient pressure:

  A) The sound of the shot is not as loud as when the cylinder is full.
  B) The projectile hits the target, but in a lower position than it would with a  

      full CO2 cylinder (That is, the shooting speed has dropped).

USE AND HANDLINg Of CO2 CYLINDERS:

• Before storing the airgun, make sure the safety is “ACTIVATED”, airgun is 
unloaded, and the CO2 is removed.

• CO2 pistols should be stored in such a manner as to protect against 
unauthorized use by children and others.

• These products are designed to look, handle and function like pistols. These 
products should be stored in such a manner to protect against theft and 
subsequent misuse.

STORAgE:

ONE (1) YEAR LIMITED wARRANTY
GAMO warrants this product to be free of original defects in material and workmanship 
for one (1) year. This warranty applies only to goods purchased in the USA. At its option, 
GAMO will repair or replace this product without charge for parts and labor, providing our 
inspection indicates that an original defect exists. Should GAMO choose to replace the 
product, and the product is no longer available at the time warranty service is required, 
a substitution of similar performance and equal or greater value will be made. This 
warranty does not include damage caused by abuse, unauthorized repair or modification 
of any kind. There are no warranties that extend beyond the description on the 
face hereof. gamo makes no implied warranty of merchantability or implied 
warranty of fitness (for a particular purpose). Some states do not allow limitations of 
implied warranty, so this limitation may not apply to you. In that event, any such implied 
warranty is limited to that required by law. GAMO shall not be liable for incidental or 
consequential damages, including but not limited to lost profits or other economic or 
commercial losses. The sole remedy provided in this warranty is repair or replacement 
of the product. To activate this warranty you must mail within 60 days the enclosed 
GAMO warranty card to:

gAMO OUTDOOR USA, Inc.
3911 Sw 47th Avenue, Suite 914

ft. Lauderdale, florida 33314
Phone (954) 581-5822 

E-Mail: info@gamousa.com

Include with your product a note explaining the nature of the problem and be sure to 
indicate your name, address, and telephone number. Also include a check or money 
order in the amount of $10.00 to cover postage and handling. In the event of a non-
warranty repair, you will receive an estimate prior to any work being done. This warranty 
gives you specific legal rights and you may have other rights which vary from state to 
state. As defined by federal law, this is a limited warranty.

©2010 GAMO OUTDOOR USA, Inc., Fort Lauderdale, FL USA        Printed in Japan • RD051110

       When preparing to store the pistol, point the barrel at the ground and 
make sure that the magazine is empty and that there are no pellets in the barrel. In this 
way you will avoid possible accidents when using the pistol again.

       When there is an obstruction in the barrel, never shoot another pellet. 
Always make sure that the Safety is activated before clearing an obstruction.

NOTE: Always discard defective ammunition. We recommend GAMO ammunition for 
GAMO CO2 pistols. Never reuse pellets
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UNLOADINg THE PELLETS:
Keep the air pistol pointed in a SAFE DIRECTION. Remove the magazine. Fire at a SAFE target. 
Repeat until you are sure the air pistol no longer fires ammunition. You may also unload your 
air pistol by following the directions listed under “Removing Jammed Ammunition”.

REMOvINg jAMMED AMMUNITION:
Keep the air pistol pointed in a safe direction. Remove the magazine. Remove the 
CO2 cylinder. Insert a .177 caliber ramrod into the muzzle end and carefully push the 
jammed pellet into the breech area and remove. If you are not able to unjam your air 
pistol, take not further action. Call GAMO at (954) 581-5822 and ask for the customer 
service department. NOTE: The barrel could be damaged and the warranty will be void if 
the proper sized ramrod is NOT used.
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CAUTION!       Make sure that the Safety is activated and the CO2 bottle has been 
removed before proceeding with the removal of ammunition. Before removing the CO2 
bottle, make sure that it is empty of CO2.

LOADINg THE PELLETS:

AIMINg SAfELY:

fIRINg SAfELY:
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